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Why Time Shares Make Sense

A vacation time share is more popular than ever. The largest and most respected companies in

the resort industry are now selling time share resort condos. Marriott and Disney have

produced blistering sales statistics, among others. The fact that strong consumer legislation

now governs the timeshare industry, combined with the fact that solid developers are now the

rule, has given the time share industry the stability once only accorded to luxury hotels.

Following are reasons why time shares are so popular:

• Stay without paying: Time share owners are delighted when they check out at the end of

their week's stay, because their bill is ZERO! (And zero for the rest of their lives because they

OWN their accommodation as deeded property!) The money saved here quickly pays back the

low initial purchase price.

• Not just a hotel room: As opposed to being a hotel room renter, enjoy status and fine

treatment as a condo owner. It's a much higher style of vacation. Condos are spacious, have

kitchens and private bedrooms. Sleep up to 10 persons. Most resorts have great activities/tours

all arranged and often free. Spend your time enjoying vacationing. Save the hours and hassle

of planning, because it has already been done for you.

• Save money on dining out: Because the condos have kitchens, a family can easily save

$100 a day by not dining in expensive restaurants for every meal.

• No extra charges: There is no charge for extra people like there would be in a hotel, and no

extra costly occupancy taxes so common with hotels.

• Earning income: Owners can rent-out their time rather than using it.
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The Importance Of Advertising

Whether it’s a Web site, advertisement, or other marketing collateral, we’ve heard that a picture

is worth a thousand words. Having a visual of the product enhances marketing communication,

we’re told, because people don’t have time to read. People seldom fail to read most of the

advertising copy they come across, but that’s because of the hype that’s part of most ad copy,

not people’s lack of time to read.

In a study of 3,600 consumers, researchers concluded that to get people to notice an ad, text

was twice as important as pictures. Buyers of your time share are interested in reading about

your services, but you must grab their attention. What’s new about your offering? What’s your

story? Is there news?

What’s most important is that the fluff be ruthlessly eliminated from your ad copy, Web page or

other marketing communication. If you include hype and half-truths about the time share that

you are selling, you make it nearly impossible for buyers to separate the wheat from the chaff.

The result: a lost sale. Ten different studies have shown that when the bull is stripped from what

you are selling, consumer interest skyrockets.

Of course, other studies have shown that long ad copy does work when selling products and

services. When it comes to selling your time share, though, to improve your buyer’s rate of

interest, make every word count. And remember that the “right” words, not just any words, are

the ones that sell.
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Time Share Selling Options

There are several options when it comes to using your time share or selling it. One option you

have is exchanging your time share.

Exchanging Your Time Share

Your home resort is the destination you return to year after year. Some people prefer to

vacation only in their home resort with no variation. But for many other people, time share is

especially attractive because of the exchange factor: You have the chance to stay in a different

place in the world every year. Time share exchange companies allow time share owners to

trade their week with a time share week in a different location. Keep in mind that exchange

companies prefer that trades are generally “like for like,” and rank high demand/low demand

destinations with devices like color codes and industry ratings. It may be hard to trade your

week in a low-demand resort during the low season for a high demand resort in high season,

although it can happen — and it’s all a matter of personal preference and flexibility anyway.

Orlando, Florida, may be as high demand as a destination can be (and it doesn’t get any hotter),

but that doesn’t necessarily mean you want to vacation there. Even though you may be

purchasing your time share with the express purpose of trading or exchanging, the mantra in

timeshare is this:

The power of your exchange is dependent solely on what you put into the system, not what you

take out.

In other words, the power of your exchange is dependent on how desirable your time share

week is to other traders. For more on exchanging and the two major exchange companies,

Resort Condominiums International (RCI) and Interval International.
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Selling By Auction

In just over 18 months, more than 20,000 listings for new and existing homes have been posted

on eBay. On average, an eBay posting generates more than 1,000 viewings per property, but

there's no way of knowing how many postings result in actual sales. EBay Inc. executives say

the company doesn't keep track of concluded transactions. In addition to new and existing

homes, the postings include land, vacation homes, and time shares. You don't have to be

wealthy to buy or sell at an online real-estate auction and this venue can be the perfect place for

you to sell your time share.

Should you buy, or sell, a time share on eBay? Or is it too risky? Before you decide to

participate in an online auction familiarize yourself with the rules of the road. The format for

eBay real-estate auctions is different from those usually used on eBay. For starters, a bid to

buy or sell real estate on eBay isn't legally binding. A bid on eBay for a property merely

expresses your serious interest in the purchase and indicates that you want to proceed to final

negotiations for the property. Neither the seller, nor the buyer, has a legal obligation to actually

complete the real-estate transaction.

The Internet is an effective medium for advertising time shares, but has its flaws when it comes

to the actual sales transaction. The lack of a binding agreement is an issue.

In most traditional auctions, bidders must bring a cashier's check for the deposit. When that

gavel comes down, the buyer is locked in, and the deal closes at a predesignated time.
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Listing With A Broker

There are basically four types of listings used by licensed real estate brokers:

• Non-Exclusive Listing: This is the least restrictive type of listing to the seller, and the type

we use and recommend for timeshare listings. The seller can list with any number of brokers

and if it sells, the listing is null and void to the other brokers.

• Exclusive Right to Sell: Also known as an Exclusive Listing. With the type of listing, the

seller is giving the broker the exclusive right to sell the property. If it sells, no matter who sells it,

whether it is sold by the owner himself or any other broker, the listing broker is due a

commission. If an outside broker sells it, the seller is liable for two commissions, one to the

listing broker, and one to the broker who procured the buyer. Great consideration should be

given before entering into an exclusive listing, because it is the most restrictive listing to the

seller. Given to the wrong broker, it just ends up tying up the property without selling. Time

shares are so difficult to sell, so it is recommended to not give only one broker the exclusive

right to sell it. This type of listing mainly protects the broker. The seller is not allowed to list with

other brokers or sell it himself without owing the broker a commission.

• Exclusive Agency: This type of listing gives the right to sell to only one agency. The seller

can sell on his own, but not through any other broker, without the liability of paying a

commission to the listing broker if the property is sold. Again, this is a very restrictive listing to

the seller.

• Net listing: In a net listing, the seller agrees to a net price on close of sale, and the broker

can keep any amounts in excess of that net amount regardless of the ultimate sales price.

While not illegal, the net listing has led to numerous abuses and misrepresentations. As a result,

the real estate department of most states discourages them and requires full disclosure of the

final selling price to the seller and buyer.
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Is It Worth Buying Timeshares?

There is a new way of buying vacation spots without having to dry out your savings account.

This is what is known as timeshares. Middle-class community can now have the same luxury as

the mega rich. A vastly growing industry that started in the United States. Maintenance free

vacation houses that are reasonably priced properties, attracts many buyers to avail this

amenities. Think about it, no need to send or pay housekeepers to take care of your retreat

house in Timbuktu.

Yes indeed a fantasy come true. The downside to this concept is that compared to buying actual

properties that are tangible and good investments, timesharing properties are not properties at

all. When you buy timeshare your are buying time to use the place of your dreams anywhere in

the world. You are not procuring investment properties and such, but you're actually buying

"time" to where you'll have your vacation. There are no returns for this purchase. It's all

expenditures.

After knowing that and you are resolute in having a timeshare for your own. There is just one

other question that comes to mind. Is this concept worth it? What is the price you have to pay to

have a piece of Bora Bora in the summer? Before your imagination takes flight and win you

over, making an educated study of timeshares should be taken into account. Certain things

must be looked into carefully.

When going on vacation there are a variety of rates for hotels, inns and other alternative

accommodations that you need to pay, appraisal of timeshare properties and the bearing of all

these things on your finances. Think of the value of your venture as a money-making entity. Its

profitability ought to be a calculation of the rate in rental, appraisal rate and your financial

capacity. If they add up to a negative sum, presume your finances are going down in this

transaction. Rate of rental is the percentage of rent of that rest house property to the selling cost

of that timeshare. If for example the value of your timeshare rent $1,000 and the cost to buy the

actual property is $10,000, then the rate of rental is 10%. There are yearly maintenance

expenditures, membership fees and other assorted expenses to upkeep the vacation house

adding up to $500. This will actually give you a $500 savings. In turn, the percent of $500 in

saving of the $10,000 cost to buy it is 5%.
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Assuming that the property's yearly appreciation is 10% and the percentage of our investments

is 16%, the rental rate plus the appreciation minus the percent of your financial capacity will

result to a negative proportion. In the grand scheme of things you are dropping 1% each year as

opposed to rent. This computation is an approximation of whether your investment is lucrative or

not. It will be incorrect to claim it accurate, but its aim is to have you an idea more or less what

to expect. Rates in depreciation and finances may change or vary from one case to another.

Other variables also come in different cost for numerous locations depending on their

demographics and zonal values. Those things, however can lead you to choose a good place

when you decide to invest in timeshare. Canvas the location discriminately to avoid paying for

something that is not worth the value. Look for a place that will make you love so that you won't

have to rent out after a yea, this will be very bad for your bank account.

Adding up 12 months of your cost timeshare is another good move. Taking from the example

earlier, this can accumulate up to $520,00.00. In the role of a real estate asset, when

purchased the big bulk of the sale mostly goes to the realtors and developers who sell

timeshare properties. That's why they are very costly.

It will all be up to you if the loses on this dealings are worth a piece of your dream to have a

vacation house anywhere you please. As long as it makes you happy then it will be a good

investment. Just keep in mind to consider all the dynamics that influence the price and

practicality of buying timeshare properties.
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Buying Timeshare Resale Vs Buying From Timeshare Resort

It could be quite confusing for a beginner to clearly make up his mind on where to make his

initial timeshare purchase, whether from a resale market or straight from a timeshare developer

or resort. It's not an easy choice to make especially when they both come with significant sets of

attached benefits and drawbacks. Purchasing timeshares from the resale market similar to an

auction site or running newspaper classifieds is a very new concept in comparison to

purchasing from developers, an age old concept that has been around since its birth.

Cyberspace has revolutionalized everything and made it all easily accessible to the people; this

phenomenon has benefited the timeshare market too. On-line market platforms like ebay.com,

redweek.com, and even bidshare.com give potential buyers easy access to crucial information

on property, let alone a vast array of options to buy, it's truly a revolution in the timeshare

market.

The situation was absolutely different ten years ago when prospective buyers had to make their

timeshare purchases through presentations of timeshare hosted by the same timeshare

developers. The resolution to make timeshare purchase was mostly dictated by a buyers own

impulse other than empirical research and careful analysis. But with the advent of the internet

and easy accessibility of auction websites, users now have more formidable tools at their

disposal to aid them in conducting price comparison research beforehand, even though they still

wish to attend timeshare presentations. Buyers are more capable of making wise decisions

today than it was before. The current situation also cushions buyers against the trauma of

having to sit through timeshare presentations, because they can now make their purchase

straight from the resale market. Timeshare presentations can be very long, at times taking up to

two hours or more. When these presentations are concluded, buyers who were invited on the

ploy of freebies are exposed to excessive pressure selling procedures, and this could lead to

signing a paper and WHAT next - of course buying a timeshare.

Talk of price comparison, timeshare developer's proposition will often involve advertisement

cost, freebies, and presentation; this could make up to 40 per cent of the overall timeshare cost

and may even go to the excess, sometimes surpassing the cost of the same timeshare resale.

Alternatively, purchasing timeshares through the resale market could prove to be 30% to 50%

less costly. Purchasing through the resale market can also offer a buyer more options and the
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liberty of choosing a desired unit. That's a sure bet that you're getting a sure deal. It's absolutely

a noble decision to save enough bucks by purchasing timeshare through a resale.

The above doesn't diminish the benefits of procuring from a timeshare developer. There exists

many legitimate and well reputed firms that deal with the timeshare business, good example are

Disney, the Marriot, and even the famed Hilton. Purchasing timeshares through the resale

market comes with some reservations regarding the security of ones investment and this

diminishes trust. This is the opposite of purchasing timeshares from a timeshare developer who

invests a lot of money in developing timeshares and come with good reputation, hence, can be

trusted to handle your investment. Timeshare developers will offer you excellent and timely

amenities that you can only get from resale as a new unit and none the other. The other

advantage of purchasing through timeshare developers is the unlimited incentives and benefits

they offer their clients; this could come in the form of bonus weeks, attraction ticket discounts,

auto rentals and many more. Remember that these amazing benefits can not possibly be

available to someone that buys through timeshare resale market, the reason being, many

timeshare developers do not allow timeshare units on resale with similar amenities in

comparison to a buyer that purchases his timeshares straight from them. Timeshare developers

also provide many financial options that could not be available from a resale market.
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Are You Up To Buy Time Share?

An increasing number of people are getting richer and what does that mean? It means they can

afford to plan for luxurious vacations money can offer. Others without hefty perks are also

saving for some kind of outing or even a vocation. But even with the bucks making rounds,

owning and maintaining a vocation home isn't a small feat, money notwithstanding. So, does

that mean there is no affordable way of owning a vocation home without all the hassles

associated with one? Of course there is a way. The answer is in buying timeshare. But then that

raises another question, can you stand up the challenge of recognizing the best timeshare

property to buy? The bad news here is that most newbie's who set out to purchase time share

on their own, have reported being swindled by crooked salesmen and end up getting

substandard properties. This happens all the time, so be cautious with whom you deal with.

But as things improve with time, so are the prospects of those intending to buy time share

properties. The many complaints of folks hoodwink by the tricksters of time share units market

have landed into the right ear, and the government through its respective agencies has moved

swiftly to arrest the situation. This has seen the emergence of big, legitimate and well reputed

firms joining hands to provide quality service to those capable and willing buyers of time share

properties. Such are the likes of Hyatt, Marriot, Hilton, and Disney and so many more.

A prospective buyer is therefore advised to do some homework about what he intends to

indulge in.

a) The first thing you should know as a buyer of time share property is that this is not real

estate, which means the value of time share property doesn't increase with time, it might instead

remain stagnant.

b) Be informed that should you purchase your time share straight from a company, you will have

to pay more (almost 60%) higher than the cost of time share from resale market. This high cost

is justified by the fact that a company has to recover its marketing cost from your payment; this

is done to cover incurred expenses from its salesmen.

c) If you are cost conscious and decide to go for the time share in the resale market, make sure

you inspect the property first. The good price could be enticing but remember that scammers

might take advantage of your desire to acquire time share property.
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d) Purchasing straight from the time share property owner is a nice way to get a time share

property, the double benefits of this is that you get guarantee made plus having your answers

satisfactory answered.

d) The best test you can subject a unit to, prior to purchase is renting it first. This gives you an

opportunity to decide whether it's worth your money. Majority of time share resellers also allow

time hare rentals.

e) These three principal factors should always get your first consideration when deciding to

acquire a time share property: price, location, and period. Don't forget to inquire about this

every time your broker or agent suggests a place for you.

f) You already own a time share property and want to swap it for another? If yes, then you are

advised to take into account the overall worth of the property you want to exchange for. This will

ensure that you don't get a raw deal.

g) Finally, don't neglect the expenses you may have to pay for time share property you intend

to buy. This may include Real estate taxes, maintenance fees, and annual fees, and many

more.

One more thing to remember when considering purchasing time share property is to decide on

the kind time share ownership you'd prefer having. Below are the four most common types:

a) Fixed week, fixed unit, deeded time-share, this involves buying time share and getting a deed

that states you own definite time share of a definite time every year.

b) The Floating Time Agreement, this allows you to purchase time share centered on the dates

that are available to the time share property.

c) The Right To Use Time Share, which allows you to buy time share as a lease. This means

your rights over the time share property are terminated with the lease expiry date.

d) The Points based program, or vacation clubs, this one allows you to buy time share property

from a number of vacation destinations. Each of your stay at a property uses points, this

depends on period purchased and time-share unit.

Though this may sound tremendous, to an assiduous and determined individual willing to

purchase time share, caution is a blessing. The more you are informed about the rules of time

share property purchase, the more you are likely to find a property of good value and quality.

And here you'll look back, smile and say, '"That's worth my effort and money" .
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Is It Wise To Buy Worldmark Time Share Properties?

Its resorts and clubs are world class and famed, and its condos impressive be it in California,

Arizona, Hawaii, Colorado, Idaho, Oregon, Utah, Nevada, Canada or Australia, and I'm referring

to Worldmark timeshare properties, Worldmark offers remarkable and idyllic getaway for it's

timeshare owners, this is attributed to it's unique serenity. It is therefore not surprising that many

people are keen on buying Worldmark timeshare properties. It makes a perfect buy, because of

the truly luxurious experience that comes from owning a Worldmark time share property.

Most vacationers, who spend the minimum of a week at the beach, usually opt to rent the

timeshare for accommodation. Long time vacationers on the other hand, might opt to purchase

a place. The concept of time sharing allows one to buy seven days period to spend at the beach

condominium instead of having to cough large amounts of money to completely purchase or

rent the condo. Time sharing gives a buyer accessibility and ownership of a beach condo

occupancy for a week's duration every year.

When you purchase time share property from world mark, you pay for your units as the owner.

Timeshare property financing is also available for new owners of timeshare units, but this option

is only available to timeshare properties sold by timeshare developers. Others including the

resale option are paid in cash.

So, what the value of purchasing a Worldmark timeshare property? Before we answer this

question lets try to figure out what this Worldmark timeshare thing is all about.

Purchasing timeshare property from Worldmark mean's that you as a buyer is procuring for a

specified period to spend on a number of vacation spots availed to you. Each one of your stays

in these vacation destinations is awarded credit points, these points are season and time share

unit depended. That means the longer your stay, the more points you accumulate, and the

better resort destinations and accommodation you become entitled to on your next scheduled

visit.

But does that mean that buying a Worldmark timeshare unit is better than renting? In addition,

buying a time share entitles you to something, while renting means you don't own the real
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